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Preface

The very first Jubilee research report in 1986 was called ‘Reactivating the 
Extended Family’ and it sought to set out the connections between family 
life and public policy in Britain. Since then the Jubilee Centre has continued 
to emphasise the vital economic and social role that families play in a 
thriving society. 

Our conviction stems from our belief that the Bible offers an enduring 
framework for all aspects of life – both individual and social, religious and 
political – that leads to personal wellbeing and the common good, even two 
millennia after it was written. 

The research work behind this report was driven by two factors. The first 
was the decision by the trustees of the Family Matters Institute to hand over 
the charity to be managed by the Jubilee Centre in 2019, which led to a 
renewed emphasis on the theme of family and some funding to generate 
new ideas. 

At the same time, Matt Williams was given a grant by the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council, who were funding his PhD in Theology at 
Durham University, to spend time undertaking a social research project with 
a charity of his choice. Happily for us, he decided to spend this time with 
the Jubilee Centre.  

We agreed the project should explore the extent to which poverty – whether 
on the streets of British cities or in shanty towns in Africa – was linked to 
people’s experiences of family and wider community relationships. 

The booklet in your hands is the result of this research, which packs a 
considerable punch in arguing that poverty alleviation should never be seen 
in material terms alone. The idea that allocating money is the answer to 
reducing poverty is thoroughly debunked, and instead a holistic approach 
which centres on renewing relational connections and commitments – 
especially involving extended families – is shown to be the key factor in 
poverty alleviation in any society. 

This is all the more important now, as the coronavirus pandemic and 
the lockdown measures needed to stop the transmission of Covid-19 are 
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causing economic distress for millions of people on every continent. New 
approaches to helping people who are struggling financially and at risk of 
becoming destitute are needed, and this report is our contribution to the 
challenge. 

Jonathan Tame, 
Executive Director, Jubilee Centre.
July 2020.
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Introduction 

Talking about family and poverty together is unusual in the political arena. 
Party manifestos show that tackling poverty is a left-wing concern, whilst 
strengthening family is the province of the right. This separation of key 
social and economic issues along political lines is all too common. But what 
if a holistic look at the problem of poverty reveals its deep connection to 
family matters?

This booklet makes the argument that family dysfunction is a key driver in 
poverty and, because of this, healthier families are a big part of the solution. 
For those suspicious that this sneaks Conservativism in through the back 
door, there’s an important caveat: ‘family’ is not meant in the traditional 
nuclear sense. The biblical perspective is much broader and is not defined 
exclusively along biological lines. This understanding of family addresses 
poverty in a way that should appeal to those across the political spectrum.

A relational approach

The Jubilee Centre was founded to answer 
this question: ‘Is there a biblical alternative 
to capitalism and socialism?’ What emerged 
over time was ‘relationism’, the idea that 
relationships are the fundamental building 
blocks of society. Because of this, we get to 
the heart of social, political and economic 
issues by seeing them through a relational lens, revealing a reality that is 
often hidden. When we approach the economy this way, we discover two 
principles: the economy is a function of the quality of relationships and, 
conversely, the quality of relationships has a role in shaping the economy.

So how do these broad principles work in a specific area? Using the 
relational approach to consider the economic issue of poverty and the social 
context of family, we land on one main idea: Poverty is better understood 
as a symptom of relational dysfunction, especially in families, rather 
than a purely financial condition. Because of this, it should be treated by 
addressing the relationships that underlie it. This isn’t simply about internal 
and emotional wellbeing; family relationships have an economic dimension 
(providing material resources and support) that strengthens the relational 
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Family dysfunction is a 
key driver in poverty and, 
because of this, healthier 
families are a big part of the 
solution.
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fabric of society as a whole. In short, families have a key role in both 
causing and curing poverty. 

This understanding of poverty is crucial, because society has so often 
misdiagnosed the problem As a result, attempts to solve it have proven 
inadequate. Poverty is like an ugly, infected wound; it can't be healed by the 
‘sticky plaster’ of extra cash. Covering up the problem with more money may 
salve our consciences, but the wound will fester unless the source of the 
infection is treated. 

As it happens, the same language was used by prophetic voices over 2,500 
years ago. Looking at his own nation’s ills, the prophet Isaiah rejected 
popular quick-fix solutions. He gave this analysis of the situation in Israel: 
‘From the sole of the foot even to the head, there is no soundness in it, but 
bruises and sores and raw wounds’.1 The problems that Isaiah identified 
were not merely ‘religious’ and able to be covered over by ritualised 

worship; these were matters political, 
military, social, legal, environmental and, 
crucially for us, economic. This ancient yet 
surprisingly contemporary critique makes 
it clear what’s at the root of these social 
ills: it’s relational dysfunction going right 
down to the profoundest level of humanity’s 

relationship to God. Insights from Isaiah will be an important part of the 
perspective offered later in the booklet.

However, before moving to a biblical perspective on family and poverty, we 
need to start with a careful look at the contemporary situation. Part 1 of this 
booklet establishes a picture of poverty, especially as it is manifest in the UK, 
and shows how family relationships are relevant to it. 

Part 2 shows how Christian Scripture contributes to understanding the 
connection between family and economy that impacts on poverty. Far from 
narrowing our perspective, this enables us to draw on a breadth of material 
from the Hebrew Bible and the Greek New Testament, a collection that 
spans many centuries. 

Finally, part 3 brings this biblical perspective to bear on today’s world. It 
suggests ways in which the ideas developed here can be applied to face 
the contemporary challenge of poverty. Three key areas are addressed: 
households, churches and government policy. 

At the end of the day, money can’t fix everything – addressing poverty 

requires grappling with the role of family.

Poverty is an ugly wound 
that we as society routinely 
fail to diagnose properly.
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1  Diagnosing Poverty: Beyond the Visible 
Problem 

Three pictures of poverty
‘Poverty’ is not a concept with a self-evident meaning. It is a contested term 
that we need to wrestle with rather than just assume a simple definition. 
While there is a lot of technical academic debate around the issue, our 
everyday perceptions are not meaningless. Nobel Prize winning economist 
Amartya Sen puts it this way: ‘much about poverty is obvious enough. One 
does not need elaborate criteria, cunning measurement, or probing analysis, 
to recognize raw poverty and to understand its antecedents.’2

Recognising the reality, however limited, in what we see in front of us is 
vital in helping us not to be easily swayed by statistics-based arguments 
that run flat against our experience. At the same time, we need to properly 
interrogate our perspective; it is a starting point, not a final word. We must 
look under the skin of what we see in order to be able to diagnose it 
properly. 

Therefore, our approach will be to look at three pictures of poverty that 
confront us in the UK and use these as a basis for a deeper understanding. 
We will take each one seriously as portraying problems that are, on one 
level, ‘obvious enough’. However, we will not simply take them at face value 
but analyse them in order to be able to better explain and respond to what 
we are seeing. 

The pictures we are looking at move from 
the international scale down to the national 
and finally the personal. In the third picture, 
the importance of families comes into 
focus as the domestic starting point for 
understanding the relational dynamics that 
impact poverty. Such dynamics function differently at a social and political 
level but are still connected to patterns seen within the family.

As we analyse each picture, it will become increasingly clear why the 
(usually implicit) conviction that money can fix everything is so problematic. 
It fails to deal with the dysfunction in relationships that plays such a key role 

Only by addressing 
economic problems at their 
relational root can a lasting 
cure be found.
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in poverty. Only by addressing economic problems at their relational root 
can a lasting cure be found.

‘A scar on the conscience of the world’: African poverty in public 
consciousness 

The notion of ‘poverty’ as something to be solved on a global level is 
relatively new. From the mid 20th century, powerful nations in the West 
were challenged by the situation in ‘less developed’ regions that they had 
previously colonialised. With the success of economic reconstruction in 
ravaged post-war Europe, there was a new-found optimism about what 
could be done further afield. What resulted from this was a series of aid 
initiatives marked with various combinations of paternalism, well-meaning 
beneficence and economic imperialism.3 Much of the way this unfolded 
depended on the dynamics of the Cold War and the strategic importance of 
the countries being given ‘aid’. 

From all the significant moments in this story, Live Aid in 1985 stands out 
from a British perspective as a particularly vivid picture of poverty. Video 
coverage of famine in Ethiopia had been beamed into millions of homes, 
bringing human suffering shockingly near to those from whom it had 
previously been remote.4 

Musician Bob Geldof’s response was the massive fundraising operation that 
culminated in a series of high-profile concerts watched by nearly a quarter 
of the world’s population. Because Geldof himself was Irish, and London 
hosted one of the concerts, public consciousness in the UK was highly 
impacted by the whole event. 

At the centre of the Live Aid campaign were images of the ‘poor, helpless 
African’ that became synonymous with global poverty.5 With the problem 
presented in this way, the solution was apparently simple: send money. And 
send money the world did – to the tune of over $100,000,000. The response 
was remarkable, but was this diagnosis of poverty as financial lack accurate?

Many people were fed as a result of the aid campaign, whose sincerity 
cannot be doubted. But unfortunately, the compassion directed towards the 
victims of famine was marred by political ignorance.6 All the time, a civil war 
had been raging in which military forces gained control of food supplies and 
used hunger as a weapon. Some of these same forces were those to whom 
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resources were entrusted to bring relief. There was a marked failure to take 
seriously the relational dysfunction underlying poverty; problems remained 
that money alone was unable to fix. 

Of course, even before this incident, many knew that cash injections could 
not sustain real development and that a more holistic approach would be 
necessary. Indeed, it seems that the lesson had been learned as Tony Blair 
referred to the importance of trade and political engagement with Africa 
in his 2001 election victory speech. Yet the same picture of poverty that 
animated Live Aid resurfaced graphically in what he said: ‘The state of Africa 
is a scar on the conscience of the world. But if the world as a community 
focused on it, we could heal it. And if we don’t, it will become deeper and 
angrier.’7

This language reinforces the passivity of the African ‘patient’ whilst warning 
of danger to the doctor unless there is decisive action. And what did the 
‘world community’ (whatever exactly that means) offer? As Blair explained in 
the same speech, to ‘provide more aid, untied to trade; write off debt; help 
with good governance and infrastructure; training to the soldiers, with UN 
blessing, in conflict resolution; encouraging investment; and access to our 
markets’.8 

Despite the sophisticated language, the 
message is that there is nothing that people 
in Africa can do themselves. More foreign 
money, together with a better (Western) 
understanding of how to run things, is the 
answer. Africans are not treated as active 
partners and thus the relational inequality 
that functions at an international level is 
perpetuated. 

The idea that money can fix everything is subtly based on a low view of the 
personhood of the materially poor. Even if people have enough to eat, this 
alone is not the goal of development. Michael Schluter comments that this 
‘would reduce all human purpose to no more than filling the belly, it should 
be seen as an essential precondition’.9 It is a precondition for a holistic 
relational wellbeing that both dignifies those in poverty and, within those 
relationships, ensures the end of their poverty. 

Despite the sophisticated 
language, the message is 
that there is nothing that 
people in Africa can do 
themselves.
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‘A social calamity and an economic disaster’? UK poverty in public 
consciousness 

The mention of Tony Blair brings us to another important aspect of the UK’s 
perceptions of poverty: the UK’s perception of poverty is influenced by the 
United Nations (UN). The UN’s Millennium Development Goals provided 
a clear way to measure progress on the issue, whilst their successors (the 
Sustainable Development Goals) have been even more enthusiastically 
received and have helped shine the spotlight on climate change.10 

Although not directly focused on the socio-economic impact of 
environmental damage, figures such as David Attenborough, as well as 
movements such as Extinction Rebellion, highlight the cost of what is at 
stake in human terms.11 So whether the issue is poverty or the environment, 
British public consciousness would seem to be in broad alignment to the 
UN, at least in contrast to the USA’s Trump administration. However, a recent 
UN report brought into the limelight a very different side to its relationship 
with the UK. 

In 2018, Special Rapporteur Philip Alston provided the second picture of 
poverty that we will look at, which brings us closer to home.12 According 
to Alston, poverty in the UK was endemic and his report was headlined as 
follows:

Although the United Kingdom is the world’s fifth largest economy, one fifth of its 

population (14 million people) live in poverty, and 1.5 million of them experienced 

destitution in 2017. Policies of austerity introduced in 2010 continue largely 

unabated, despite the tragic social consequences. Close to 40 per cent of children are 

predicted to be living in poverty by 2021.13

Particularly stark is the claim about child poverty, which Alston warned 
could become ‘a social calamity and an economic disaster rolled into one’.14 
More damning still, he claimed that the situation he found had been directly 
perpetuated by austerity policies, making the government culpable of human 
rights violations.15 The British public have become used to Labour accusing 
the Tories of abuses of power. But it is a different matter for the UN to use 
such language (typically reserved for so-called ‘developing’ nations) about 
the UK. 

For many, this portrayal of stark inequality would have been no surprise.16 

The 2016 EU referendum unleashed enough chaos to expose deep 
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dysfunction in the British social fabric that was not just political but 
economic. Yet the Government’s repudiation of Alston’s report was almost 
total. In varying responses to it, as well as the main one delivered at the 
2019 Human Rights Council in Geneva, the consistent message was clear: 
the UN is wrong; the UK is doing well; poverty is not widespread and any 
challenges are well on the way to being overcome.17 

How is it that, despite Alston’s reliance on detailed research by several 
respected British charities, there could be such a discrepancy between his 
report and the Government’s account of poverty in the UK? Of course, one 
factor is the universal impulse to mount a defence after apparent flaws are 
exposed. This is especially the case when international reputation is at stake. 
But another factor is the ambiguity about the measure of poverty being used.

Alston uses the relative measure of poverty, which is defined as anybody 
who lives at less than 60% of the median income in that population. 
Although the UK response is not explicit about using a different measure, its 
denial of domestic ‘poverty’ may relate to the fact that it is thinking in terms 
of an absolute measure, for example the UN’s official poverty line of $1.90 
a day.18 Applying the relative measure to the UK would make some of its 
poor people far wealthier than the global average.19 Likewise, Alston’s use of 
the term ‘destitution’ does not necessarily mean that 1.5 million are lacking 
in basic food or shelter, as such a term would imply when used in a global 
context.

This is an important point to acknowledge on the back of our first picture 
of poverty. Those who experienced the Ethiopian famine faced a far more 
severe lack of material resources than affects most of the UK’s poor today. 
Tragically, there are similarly extreme situations in the contemporary world, 
especially in Sub-Saharan Africa. Half of the entire population of Malawi was 
living under the UN poverty line in 2015. They had an average income of 
less than £50 a month, experiencing periodic hunger as a result.20 

Conditions in many parts of the world today are no better and it is vital to 
keep such examples in mind when talking about poverty in the UK. This is 
especially important when one considers the continuity between economic 
disparity at an international level and colonial history, with the theories of 
racial superiority that helped drive it.

Despite all this, Alston’s use of the relative measure does not render it 
useless. There are many who fall far below the 60% mark and the number 
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is increasing. Even for those at the upper end of this statistic, it should be 
remembered that inequality is part of poverty. A person who does not share 
in the resources that guarantee a normal standard of life in that society, even 
if this ‘normal’ is higher than the global average, can be thought of as poor, 
at least in material terms.21 

UK poverty should be seen as a serious issue in its own right, but also one 
that is connected to even more serious problems globally. However, there 

is no recognition of this seriousness at all 
in the governmental response. Instead, it 
simply states that employment was high 
and that welfare systems were delivering 
the money where it was most needed and 
being improved to function even better. 
Alston’s report paints a diametrically opposite 
picture of the situation. Yet despite these 
differences, the two sides share a common 
presupposition that is worth interrogating.

Whether through more generous welfare provision (advocated by the 
UN or Labour) or increased employment (advocated by the Conservative 
government), the answer to poverty is framed in purely material terms: the 
problem of poverty is a matter people not receiving enough money. Whether 
through creating employment or providing adequate benefits, the basic 
answer is always to generate more cash. 

Granted, both the UN and the UK Government are involved in plenty 
of development work that is far more nuanced than this bald statement 
implies. Schemes to build personal capacity in business ventures or develop 
functional skills treat economic empowerment more holistically, especially 
for those marginalised by society (who are often women). But even such 
schemes are often treated as if their success is directly proportional to the 
money that is put into them.22 Moreover, the (often implicit) aim is ultimately 
to enable individuals to have sufficient cash income, as if this would solve 
the whole issue. 

A second common problem is that neither the Alston report nor the 
Government have a realistic view of the relative responsibilities of the 
citizens and the state with regard to the economy. On the Government side, 
there is no recognition that opportunities are not equally available to the 
population and structural change would be needed to remedy this. Creating 

Someone who does not 
have the resources for a 
normal standard of life, 
even if their ‘normal’ is 
higher than the global 
average, can be thought 
of as poor.
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‘more employment’ in the general does not mean that problems are solved 
universally. 

Ideological bias is a key factor in such a position, particularly in the notion 
that ‘business’ is always socially benign. This largely explains its repeated 
claims about employment, ignoring Alston’s evidence that in-work material 
poverty, where one or even two members of the household are employed, is 
still prevalent.23  The Government does not seem to recognise the malignant 
impact of massive pay differentials within corporations (itself a relational 
issue) nor the limitation of decently paid jobs to certain people and places. 
These are hidden by the idea of a ‘growing economy’ but are equally as 
important to the economic wellbeing of the nation as the aggregate GDP. 

Alston’s own perception on the relative responsibilities of state and citizen 
is also inadequate. His report tacitly suggests that people can do nothing 
about their situation until they are helped by ‘the system’ from above. He 
does not recognise the agency that even those within broadly disadvantaged 
communities have. Personal choices can play 
a huge part in socio-economic outcomes and 
tacitly denying this reinforces the very sense 
of hopelessness that helps keep people 
down.

Again, this view is not merely Alston’s 
individual quirk, but reflects ideological 
positions with much deeper roots. At one point he states that ‘abandoning 
people to the private market in relation to services that affect every 
dimension of their basic well-being… is incompatible with human rights 
requirements’.24 This broadly socialist angle valorises the phenomenon 
of the ‘state’ in a way that ignores its propensity to fail and even abuse 
the populace in many instances. At the same time, he ignores the well-
documented benefits that enterprise brings to people’s lives. 

Economists, as well as social scientists and philosophers, continue to debate 
the relationship between citizens, civic institutions, private organisation 
and the state.  The aim here is not to nail the answer, but simply to point 
out that these questions should be treated as relational issues. Only a 
clear perception of one’s own and others’ lives and capacities within the 
various components of society can allow money to be invested and used 
effectively. Mutual lack of understanding, particularly culpable in leadership, 
is a sign that relationships between those in political power and the poorer 

Ideological bias is a key 
factor, particularly in the 
notion that ‘business’ is 
always socially benign.
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segments of society are not as they should be. The underlying issue is these 
relationships, which money itself cannot fix. 

‘Nowhere to lay his head’: a personal experience of poverty in the 

UK

We now turn to our third picture, which gives a deeper insight into the 
relationships so crucial in causing and curing poverty. Despite varying 
degrees of social division along economic lines, this picture is one which 
people at any level of society should be able to engage with. For those 
reading this who have lived on the streets, or those with family or friends 
who have, the realities of homelessness will be all too familiar. But 
everybody will have encountered a person sleeping rough at some stage. 

For those who are outsiders to such situations, assumptions and biases are 
likely to kick in quickly. We can assume that they are helpless victims of 
circumstance and need a hand, or that they are too lazy to work and have 

squandered their cash; we can see this as an 
indication of a chronically unfair society, or 
just an anomaly in an otherwise successful 
free-market economy. We can also assume 
that homelessness is something experienced 
only by individuals. However, many 
homeless people, including families, are out 
of sight in temporary accommodation.25

How can such assumptions be checked? For those without personal 
experience of it, the primary way to get a deeper insight into homelessness 
is simply to hear the story of a person living on the street. This does not 
have to be invasive or patronising; if somebody asks for help, it’s not 
unreasonable to respond by asking about their situation. Listening and 
understanding, even if one is unsure how to respond, is an important step.  

Let me introduce you to Jay.26 Jay is a friend of mine from the north of 
England. Three times during his life, Jay has experienced homelessness: the 
first time was because of a breakdown of relationships in his household 
whilst the second was because he was caught stealing from the hostel where 
he stayed. The third time Jay was homeless was a period just a couple of 
weeks before research on this booklet began in September 2019. 

For those who are 
outsiders to such 
situations, assumptions 
and biases are likely to 
kick in quickly.
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Before becoming homeless, Jay had been living with two friends. However, 
he badly fell out with the one that he thought he could trust most. Because 
Jay wasn’t in control of the tenancy, he was the one that had to get out. 
Some of this period was spent on the streets and some on different people’s 
sofas. Jay was still on benefits when he was on the streets, and being in 
reasonable physical health, he could also move around to find free food and 
good spots to beg. His big problem was that he simply had nobody, either 
in the system or otherwise, who could help him find decent, permanent 
accommodation. He had nowhere to lay his head. 

Jay, still in his twenties, has engaged with 
social services for a long time. He talks 
articulately and in detail about the various 
nuances of welfare provision, including the 
government legislation that most impacts 
it.27 His experience of the system is mixed, 
but how he fares within it goes beyond the 
regulations themselves. A key factor is the 
way that those he deals with at the desk or on the phone actually treat him. 
Some in these positions treat him with kindness and adopt a conciliatory 
interpretation of the rules rather than enforce them as rigidly as possible. 
Others are either harsh or insist on talking in such technical jargon that 
even an intelligent first-language English speaker like Jay finds their speech 
impenetrable. 

Despite his intellectual ability and physical fitness for work, Jay often finds 
it hard to believe that he could hold down a job. There are several reasons 
for this, including negative habits of thought that are changing for the better 
over time. However, the main challenge is his mental health; anxiety and 
depression are a constant battle ground. These problems began to develop 
in his adolescence after he and his two siblings underwent years of being 
beaten up by his dad. His mum (the only family member Jay retains contact 
with) had tried to stand up to her husband as best she could, but ended up 
having to move out. 

It was in the context of this domestic violence that Jay committed a very 
serious offence. This landed him in various youth offenders’ institutions 
where he experienced even more violence, but at the same time had a 
chance of education for which he is deeply grateful. All of this should have 
made him more employable, but a criminal record that includes more than 
just petty theft counts heavily against him. 

He had nobody, either in 
the system or otherwise, 
who could help him 
find decent, permanent 
accommodation.
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After all this, Jay is not miserable. He has been challenged to think hard 
about the big questions of life during some very dark days and, through 
contact with some Christians, found answers. Since starting his new life 
as a follower of Jesus Christ, things certainly haven’t been smooth, but 
the upward trajectory is clear for all to see. The low times have become 
gradually less low; he has stopped his routine abuse of substances, and is 
much better able to control his temper. 

Jay explains that as a result of his relationship with God, he is better able to 
relate to other people. He is part of several church-run groups, is acquiring 
employability skills, and is back in the house that he was thrown out of 
recently. His landlord decided that it was not Jay, but his friend, who was the 
real problem. The only time you’ll see Jay on the streets now is when he’s 
helping out with a team who bring relief to rough sleepers. He even has a 
new girlfriend whom he’s hoping to settle down with one day. 

We should always be careful how much weight to place on a single 
example; a specific experience should not be presented as a universal truth. 
Furthermore, narratives are often used to spin a particular message, just as 
images are. The very stereotyping that we are trying to get away from comes 
from making a thoughtless jump from a picture (of a ‘poor African’ for 
example) to a response. However, this story is by no means without value.

This insight into Jay’s life, as do all stories, 
helps develop in us the kind of attitude that 
statistics alone cannot. Narratives (especially 
those which we hear first-hand) have a 
unique capacity to cultivate empathy. As 
we can see with Live Aid, not to mention 
protests against police brutality, emotion is a 

powerful political force, even at the level of parliamentary debate.28 Empathy, 
as long as it does not credulously adopt a certain position, is a crucial driver 
for change. 

So at the very least, Jay’s story should make us pause to consider the depth 
of human suffering behind the various ways in which poverty is portrayed. 
Indeed, regardless of its shortcomings, the picture of poverty painted by 
Alston demonstrates an engagement with the reality of people’s difficult 
experiences. By contrast, government responses were notably devoid of any 
such sense. This is especially culpable since they tacitly concede the claim 
that ‘food banks have proliferated; homelessness and rough sleeping have 

Jay explains that as a result 
of his relationship with God, 
he is better able to relate to 
other people.
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increased greatly’.29

As well as connecting us more deeply to the pain of poverty in the UK, 
Jay’s story shows how important relationships are in poverty. Simply giving 
Jay more cash would not have addressed the relational breakdown and the 
mental and emotional wounds that characterised his early life. It is those 
things that stop him having more financial stability. Recognising that he was 
unable to save himself (essential to anybody 
who becomes a Christian) was the first step 
in the ongoing process of healing that is 
leading Jay out of poverty. But it has needed 
his participation, especially in relation to 
various church members and groups, which 
money itself could not buy. 

Without suggesting that all poverty is caused 
by similar circumstances, this picture of domestic and systemic relationships 
is commonplace. Indeed, the connection between the two is especially clear 
in this case. The kind of job done by Jay’s father, along with thousands of 
others, was not considered a priority by Westminster in the 1980s. Margaret 
Thatcher’s government felt both geographically and emotionally remote but 
the resulting unemployment so lowered morale that the impact was felt 
across the whole community, including the home.

There are aspects of Jay’s life that are recognisable as common issues in the 
UK and beyond. These connect to what we have already seen in our two 
previous pictures of poverty and allow us to draw out broader principles, to 
which we now turn.

A relational approach to poverty: three principles 

The main idea of this booklet is that poverty is best understood as a 
symptom of relational dysfunction, especially in families, rather than a 
purely financial condition. Because of this, it should be treated by addressing 
relationships as a fundamental priority. A relational approach requires that 
we recognise three principles: relationships are essential for understanding 
poverty, relationships are holistic and include the material aspect of life, and 
families in particular have an economic function. We now look at each of 
these in turn. 

Cash would not have 
addressed the relational 
breakdown and the mental 
and emotional wounds that 
characterised his early life.
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Poverty is understood through relationship

Attempting to understand and deal with poverty without close knowledge 
of those who are in that situation simply does not work. It is the equivalent 
of a doctor trying to treat someone after walking past them on the street 
and greeting them. With medicine, physical examinations provide some 
of the knowledge needed for appropriate treatment, though a longer term 
relationship with patients helps this process. 

It would not be realistic for every person who is poor to develop a 
relationship with a key person in political power. But the reason why 
election candidates make so much effort to talk to their prospective 
constituents is that this kind of personal knowledge is recognised as a good 
thing. Whether or not this is done sincerely is quite another matter. But 
knowing the reality of people’s lives, and for them to be able to have a voice 

in expressing their predicaments, makes 
a huge difference in the task of devising 
appropriate and effective economic and 
social policies.

You can see this basic idea at work at the 
most fundamental level of economic life, 
in the home itself. Children need financial 
and other support in ways that change 

drastically over the two decades or so of dependency. Parents need close 
understanding as they share resources and expect children to develop in 
their capacity to use such resources.

I have personal experience of this dynamic from the time I spent working 
in Malawi. Through trying to help a student in the local secondary school, I 
had to learn the hard way how true it is that money could not fix everything. 
Shadreck had no family who could support him, but showed some aptitude 
for study. After I knew him for a while, I saw that he could flourish in 
a boarding school where he would not have to spend all his spare time 

earning money for rent. 

Shadreck started well, but fell in with the wrong crowd and did some bad 
things. He was expelled, and I was tempted to simply let him go his own 
way. Destitution would have been the likely result, but it would not have 
been my fault (so I thought). But I was convicted to give him another go. He 
needed a family-like environment and the support of an older brother, which 

Knowing the reality of 
people’s lives, and hearing 
their voice, makes a huge 
difference in the task of 
devising effective policies.
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is what I became. Whilst staying in my spare room, he did his schooling 
locally, became deeply involved in our Christian community, and excelled. 
He moved on from there to train as a mechanic and even have his own 
family.

My relationship with Shadreck was vital to understand his own situation 
and, as a result, certain things about poverty more generally. Only through 
such detailed insight could be such economic problems be alleviated. But 
the relationship was more than just a means of understanding; it also played 
a part in the actual alleviation of poverty. This brings us onto our second 
principle within a relational approach to poverty.

Relationships should be understood holistically

Moving back to Jay’s story, his poverty was never a straightforward case of 
material lack, but was tied into broader relational dysfunction. Even with 
sporadic periods of homelessness, financial resources were sufficient for 
him to have some shelter, food and clothing. But all these things depended 
on his relationships to the people and networks through which these things 
come, whether they be those in his households, the social services, or 
potential employers. When these interconnected relationships broke down, 
poverty was the result. This means that relationships, even those that we 
do not characterise as being ‘structural’ or related to ‘business’, have an 
economic significance.

Although those who are financially secure feel independent, they are just as 
subject to relational dynamics as Jay was. Home life, access to services, and 
relationships to employers all play a part in ensuring that one’s needs are 
met. Likewise with retaining a bank account and debit card, all of which are 
part of a global network of financial relationships. If there is one lesson that 
the 2008 crash should have taught us, it is 
that even the actions of a small number out 
of the millions in this network can have a 
devastating impact when they neglect their 
relational responsibilities to others.30 

‘Relationships’ can be associated with a sense 
of emotional wellbeing or a vague idea of togetherness: good for our interior 
world, but not much use in facing the harsh realities of physical deprivation 
associated with extreme poverty. Yet we should remember that for Jay, the 

For Jay, the key relationships 
in his life always had an 
‘economic’ dimension.
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key relationships in his life always had an ‘economic’ dimension. Despite 
the violence of his family home, those relationships provided shelter and 
sustenance which the state later took over, to whom Jay relates as a citizen.31

The problem with his housemate and friend was not that the relationship 
had an economic dimension but that this dimension suffered when 
disagreements arose. Even in his new life as a Christian, the church 
community is not all about ‘fellowship’ if that word is understood in a 
disembodied sense (people sometimes use the word ‘spiritual’ this way).32 
Through it Jay has been materially assisted and has even been given the 
chance to extend such assistance to others in need.

Anybody who has been a parent or a child (which covers about everybody 
reading this) will know that a home is not purely about emotional 
wellbeing. As we already alluded to in our first principle, the responsibility 
to provide for (or be provided for) is a non-negotiable aspect of household 
relationships. In fact, this dimension that deals with basic resources is vital 
for establishing bonds from the earliest age of infancy, as breast-feeding 
illustrates.33 

Beyond biological family, relationships in which ‘economic’ factors are 
central are usually distinguished from ‘friendships’. However, friendships 
are incomplete if there is no sharing of goods, even if only in the form of 
gifts.34 This is not to suggest that every single relational interaction has this 

kind of material dimension to it, but it is 
interesting that part of what gives those in 
material poverty relational wellbeing is the 
capacity to give and receive material goods, 
especially food. Instead of being a hidden 
or ‘dirty’ aspect of things, the economic 
element should be acknowledged as a vital 
component of relationships at many different 
levels.

Family relationships have an economic impact

The two principles above argue that economic issues cannot be treated 
in isolation from the wider relational matrix shared by the various parties 
concerned. In fact, the economy is this relational matrix, seen from the 
perspective of its production, distribution and use of material resources. 

Instead of being a hidden 
or 'dirty' aspect, the 
economic element should 
be acknowledged as a vital 
component of relationships.
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Conversely, broken relationships are not only a cause of poverty, but an 
aspect of poverty when seen more holistically. 

A particularly important set of relationships that has emerged in both these 
points is family. The pervasive influence of family breakdown on Jay’s life 
is plain; the violent environment was the only model he had for life. This 
is not to say that it entirely determined his behaviour – he still had choices 
to make. But it certainly shaped his mental wellbeing, made it difficult to 
establish healthy spending patterns, and encouraged a mode of relating to 
others that had profound consequences for 
his economic livelihood. Research about 
homelessness shows that it is often caused 
by breakdown in relationships at home.35

Yet although Jay’s biological family 
relationships contributed to his living in 
poverty, it is a different relational matrix that 
is helping lead him out of it. In the case of 
the church, this is explicitly ‘family-like’, as his referring to fellow Christians 
as ‘brothers and sisters’ makes plain. My own relationship with Shadreck is 
another case of what anthropologists call ‘fictive kinship’, a term first coined 
by Carol Stack to refer to ‘non-kin who… conduct their social relations 
within the idiom of kinship’.36 This includes not only religious contexts, but 
also close friendship, especially where the element of economic necessity 
became pressing. This can even work at the apparently impersonal level 
of social services, where institutions take on a pattern of kinship in their 
structural organisation. 

One example of this is Pupil Referral Units, where children excluded from 
mainstream education are accommodated in alternative arrangements. The 
holistic care on offer means that these function much more like homes, 
with institutional relationships resembling that of parents to children.37 
What is being tacitly recognised here is what every teacher knows; no 
amount of formal education can replace a healthy home life.38 This is not 
explicitly ‘fictive kinship’ of course, but is part of the same phenomenon.39 
Socialisation through such formative education is economically crucial; it not 
only shapes a person’s ability to relate to the various networks (including 
employers) that sustain them, but, on the other side, it comes at a high 
financial cost to the state.

Research about 
homelessness shows 
that it is often caused by 
breakdown in relationships 
at home.
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It is one thing to recognise that families are hugely important within the 
relational matrix that constitutes the wider economy. But it is another thing 
to properly theorise the place of family in such a way that rightly discerns its 
connection to the other institutions of society with economic roles to play. 
We need to paint a bigger picture around the relational understanding of 

poverty developed so far in order to make a coherent response to poverty. 

Summary

In part 1 we attempted to diagnose the problem of poverty through looking 
at three pictures. The Ethiopian famine of the mid 1980s, and the response 
of Live Aid, showed the power of empathy. But it also highlighted the 
importance of a relational understanding of poverty that took into account 
political factors in particular. 

With the 2018 visit to the UK by the UN’s Philip Alston, there was also a 
strong reaction accompanied by the same tendency to prioritise money 
itself. This again showed a lack of understanding of the relational dynamics 
that caused and cured poverty, and the capacity of actors within these 
relationships.

Jay’s story helped us see that through relationships we can both know 
and begin to deal with poverty. In particularly, family dynamics (whether 
biological or through ‘fictive kinship’) provide the holistic context for 
economic wellbeing. Such knowledge can be applied even at the bigger 
structural levels of society where crucial decisions are being made about the 
populace.

Taking into account the role of family relationships in economic 
understanding is not to shift focus from the structural to the domestic sphere 
but to adopt a more holistic and realistic approach. When those in positions 
of power neglect the relational nature of poverty, policies will reflect that 
and may become self-defeating as a result. Family units in particular can be 
damaged in a quest to promote economic wellbeing.

We can now offer a brief definition as it has emerged through engaging with 
the issue: poverty is the state of being in such relational dysfunction that 
people are excluded from the resources, including material ones, needed for 
their holistic wellbeing. This makes it clear that even the rich and powerful 
suffer from poverty in society, even if not immediately in material terms.40 
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2  From Diagnosis to Treatment: 
A Socio-Economic Vision that deals with 
Poverty through Family

Having painted a picture of poverty that more accurately reflects the reality 
of relationships, we need to move on to constructive approaches to address 
it. What intellectual resources can we bring to bear on this issue? Can we 
find a coherent perspective that helps the family’s role in the economy be 
maximally fulfilled? 

In this section I will look at some of the 
ways that family has played a part in public 
economic thought before looking in more 
detail at the biblical perspective on the 
issue. We will do this not by picking out 
certain verses and proof-texts, but by looking at the wider narratives that 
comprise the majority of the Hebrew Bible and Greek New Testament. 
Certain passages in Isaiah and the Gospels will emerge as being particularly 
characteristic of what these narratives show, and we will give special focus 
to these. By the end of the section, we should have a clearer idea of how 
the Bible brings together the realities of family and economy that are often 
treated separately to one another.

Recovering the hidden economic reality of family 

Despite their opposing stances, the Alston Report and the government’s 
response have one thing in common: both of them ignore the issue of 
family. This blind spot is ubiquitous. The 2019 Oxfam inequality report 
contains no mention of the issue at all.41 Likewise for the Joseph Rowntree 
Foundation report, which is all the more surprising considering one of its 
headline claims: ‘single parent families are more prone to child poverty’.42 

On the other side of the political spectrum we have the same conspicuous 
absence; for all Theresa May’s claims to be for ‘ordinary families’ in her 2017 
manifesto, there was not a single proposal aimed at family per se. Where 

Can we find a coherent 
perspective that helps the 
family’s role in the economy 
be maximally fulfilled?
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the issue was mentioned in Boris Johnson’s 2019 equivalent, it is highly 
problematic.43 

The government itself had recognised their previous failings in design 
and implementation with one of the most holistic measures, the Troubled 
Families programme.44 Fiona Bruce, the main Conservative party champion 
of the issue, raised the additional concern about how long funding for 
the Troubled Family programme would continue.45 She also complained 
that government policy in general related to families did not go nearly 
far enough partly because their economic importance was being 
underestimated.46 

More consideration of the political side of the matter will come in part 3. 
For now, the point to make is that the discourse around poverty in the UK 
generally separates family from economy. However, there is no good reason 
for this to be the case. In fact, our word ‘economy’ comes from the ancient 
Greek οἰκονόμος (oiko-nomos), meaning ‘household law’.47 

This original idea of managing resources in 
the home is better grasped when we bear 
in mind the reality of the ancient world. 
Families in the broader sense (not our 
‘nuclear’ one) were not only the primary unit 
of consumption, but also of production. As 
remains the case in many parts of the world 

today, people lived more directly off the land. There were those, of course, 
who did not themselves farm, but markets tended to be for non-essential 
goods rather than the staple.48 

With the industrial revolution, which had its centre in Britain, the emphasis 
shifted. Mass production ensured that factories became the site of ‘work’ 
rather than the home, which thus became peripheral to the market.49 Hence 
we have become accustomed to equate the common measure of economic 
output, GDP, with the total amount of productive work done in a country. 
Yet much of what is done at home – especially provision for children and 
other dependents – has no financial value attached to it. Therefore, as the 
Oxfam report points out, women contribute the same (if not more) labour 
but control far less of the wealth.50

Even if the ‘household’ is seen primarily in terms of consumption of goods 
and production of labour (and the ‘firm’ vice versa), it is still key to the 

Our word 'economy' comes 
from the ancient Greek 
οἰκονόμος (oiko-nomos), 
meaning 'household law'.
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economy. In the 1970s, Gary Becker, a member of the hugely influential 
Chicago School, tried to incorporate this point into this theoretical work. He 
saw that to understand the internal workings of the household, you had to 
consider how family dynamics functioned.51 

Exactly how these dynamics affected things has been a matter of dispute, 
and certainly has not been answered by Becker. But fast forward to 
2016, and the UK’s Prime Minister was in no doubt of the extent of their 
significance:

‘Families are the best anti-poverty measure ever invented. They are a welfare, 

education and counselling system all wrapped up into one’.52

David Cameron’s statement may well have been a justification for state-
shrinking austerity measures. Yet it was no more than a reiteration of 
traditional Conservative policy to strengthen family. This is what makes it so 
extraordinary that what was earlier claimed to be a priority is so completely 
off the radar of economic policy only a few years later. Indeed, one of 
the government’s own MPs challenged this state of affairs in a bid to gain 
support for strengthening family, referring to it as ‘the overlooked engine of 
economic growth’.53 What could account for such a neglect of this issue?

Underlying the complex political manoeuvring that determines policy at 
any one time is the force of ideology. It is all the more difficult to recognise 
because it is not restricted to a particular party. Amongst the several cultural 
streams militating against the central role of family is a certain conception 
of personhood developed in the West.54 Known as the ‘autonomous rational 
individual’, it is an ‘anthropology’ that thinks 
of a person as one who acts independently 
according to logical calculation with no 
necessary reference to anybody else.

We have already seen the problem of 
reducing personhood by over-emphasising 
immediate material need. But we now need to unpack this wider 
anthropological pattern of thought in relation to our topic. Connected to 
every idea of how society works is an idea of how the individual works, 
which is why, for example, Plato used the human soul as an analogy for 
the political state.55 As we have seen, the prevailing view of the state’s 
responsibility has been that it should ensure its citizens have sufficient 
material resources. The assumption is that this aim also drives the rationale 

Connected to every idea of 
how society works is an idea 
of how the individual works.
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for each person’s actions, including the way one conducts relationships with 
other individuals. 

This notion of a person as an autonomous rational individual will be familiar 
to all economics students in the guise of the ‘rational consumer’. This is the 
hypothetical person upon whose behaviour economists make their charts 
and predictions regarding such things as supply and demand. And this 
abstracted view of human nature, which only deals with one angle on how 
people behave, has since gained a more general validity. 

When an ‘economic anthropology’ prevails, is easy to see why political 
popularity depends on the ability to run the economy. It is also easy to see 
why the media would downplay family in such discussions, since it is not 
seen as immediately relevant to economic progress. In fact, the family is 
sometimes seen as a hindrance to such progress, since it seems to prioritise 
a collective structure over individual autonomy.

Yet there are challenges to this widely (if tacitly) held view, even within 
the discipline of economics. Some studies have shown that those trained as 
economists become more egoistic as a result of having egoism held up in 
front of them as the norm for years on end.56 

Even more powerful evidence comes from social research around wellbeing. 
An excellent example is the 2014-15 ONS survey in which Northern Ireland 
and the North East of England had the lowest levels of income but the 
highest levels of wellbeing. It is no coincidence that these areas, in contrast 
to the wealthier London, have particularly strong communities. Ironically, this 
example is quoted in a standard textbook on economics.57

All this forces a revaluation of what constitute real ‘goods’. Increasingly, 
people are expanding the category to include ‘relational goods’.58 This is 
not just a quaint term for a ‘nice environment’; such goods have value for 
the whole person. We need only think of the level of illness caused by 
relational stress or, on a more positive note, the long-term health benefits of 
marriages.59 

There is ample reason to believe that family should have a central role in 
our approach to the economy and the holistic definition of poverty we have 
developed rings true. But how can this insight be incorporated into a wider 
social vision? We can turn to the best-selling book of all time to gives us a 
holistic perspective – one that is well worth grappling with.
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The Bible in short 
Many brand names have become common words in our language. With the 
word ‘Bible’, it is the opposite; a common noun – βίβλος (biblos) in Greek – 
became the name for a unique book. This collection of writings in a diversity 
of genres forms Christian Scripture.60 Rather than picking out small portions 
and taking them out of context, we will try to look at the big picture before 
getting into details. 

In the English translation, the Bible opens as follows: ‘In the beginning, God 
created the heavens and the earth’.61 There is a lot for us to unpack in this 
one sentence. The first thing is that it points to a time when there is just 
God and nothing else. This either sounds like ‘God’ is a being who doesn’t 
need relationship, or else ‘God’ was lonely. But neither is the case. We get 
a picture elsewhere of God as a dynamic, interactive community of three 
persons in such harmony and unity of being that we can refer to God in the 
singular rather than the plural. The three-
ness is described in family-like terms, as 
Father, Son and Spirit. 

However exactly God is related to the 
universe, two things are clear: God is present 
in creation (immanent) but God is other 
than creation (transcendent). One of the ways in which God is present is by 
being reflected in it, and this is true in a special sense of people, who are 
‘made in God’s image’. Again, the exact meaning of this is debated. But one 
aspect of it is that the basic unit of human community is established with 
Adam, Eve and their children, i.e. family. 

Conversely, things go wrong (‘sin’) in the arena of relationships also, when 
the first couple’s irrational decision to push back against the God who made 
them has the impact of destroying community at all levels. This also affects 
creation outside of humanity, so that the production and use of resources 
is no longer a simple occupation that can be enjoyed by each household. 
The land is better in some places than others and is never easy to cultivate: 
hence the economy becomes a fraught thing, and is one of the biggest 
issues as we trace the biblical story through the history of one particular 
people: Israel.

Everything narrated so far happens before ‘Christianity’ per se comes into 
being. This movement is a result (as the name suggests) of the coming 

The three-ness is described 
in family-like terms, as 
Father, Son and Spirit. 
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of Jesus Christ. Rather than just a surname, ‘Christ’ is a title meaning ‘the 
anointed one’. It points to Jesus’ role in the world to deal with the disastrous 
human story by showing how things should be. Pretty much the exact 
opposite of what you would consider ‘success’ followed: Jesus was martyred 
by a corrupt establishment (with the help of popular support).

Jesus wasn’t the first, and nor would he be the last, Jewish martyr. But the 
movement he had started didn’t fizzle out after his death, as so many others 
have done. It grew stronger, so much so that it accounts for over two billion 
followers today. Why? The early message of the Church was quite simple: 
the dead Jesus was now alive. 

Despite widespread belief in the supernatural, the resurrection event was 
initially accepted only by the relatively few who personally met Jesus after 
he rose from the dead. Yet it led to a transformation of those people’s lives 
and a gradual realisation of how his death provided the unexpected solution 
for all that had gone wrong. Along with this came a new approach to both 
the family and to economics. When practiced as it should be, it has had a 
radical impact on poverty, noted from the earliest days of Christianity. 

We now need to dig into what this approach was, since its roots lie deep in 
the history of Israel.

Family and economy in Israel’s constitutional order 
The big picture of God’s dealings with humanity up to the time of Jesus 
focuses in on one nation: Israel. It’s not that these people were special in 
themselves, but they were chosen by God to play a special role in the story. 
A bit like a model home, they were there for others to learn how things 
should be done in their own homelands (since not everybody would be able 
to move in).

The house of Israel started from a single person, Abraham, whose 
relationship to God is one of friendship.62 It developed from there to a 
nation named after his grandson ( Jacob/Israel) via 12 tribes named after 
the next generation.63 They thrived and multiplied (too much so for their 
own good) in Egypt. As a key global political force at the time, Egypt felt 
threatened by the Israelites and confined them to the status of a slave labour 
underclass. It is from there that God rescued them through Moses in the 
well-known story of the Exodus.
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God did not reward with 
wealth to give free license 
to abdicate responsibility, 
but as an opportunity to 
grow in responsibility.

This small nation could never have freed themselves from Egypt. Likewise, 
it would have made no sense for them to break from God and try to go 
it alone like their first parents did (we know where that ended up). They 
needed house rules or ‘Torah’, the most well-known of which are the 
10 commandments given by God through Moses.64 At the heart of this 
constitutional material is an economic order that starts literally from the 
ground up.65

Every tribe had land, which was itself divided up between clans and then 
families. We shouldn’t think of ‘family’ in the modern nuclear sense here; 
instead, these were groups typically spanning three generations who lived in 
a house, or at least a compound of several buildings. Just as the parents had 
looked after the children when young, so the son (usually the eldest) would 
take responsibility for ageing parents along with his own children. Together 
they would cultivate their land and develop it for their household’s use.

In addition to this, outsiders were welcome to become part of the 
community, though they had to adopt some key cultural practices to become 
part of Israelite society. Because of this, households and compounds often 
contained a blend of people, some of whom were akin to domestic labour 
and others who were ‘non-familied’ (orphans and widows).66 A variety of 
crops was grown, and trading also took place with surrounding nations. 
But the economy was never supposed to become detached from the family 
structure. Hence the ‘Jubilee law’ ensured that any land sold had to return to 
its original owner every 50 years.

A perpetual difficulty people have is that 
such a strong focus on family and local 
community is a recipe for insularity and 
racism. This was never supposed to be the 
case. It is true that Israel was not completely 
permeable, and dealings with other nations 
were not conducted on exactly the same 
basis as internal relations. Yet there would have been no way to establish 
any kind of culture at all if the population was in endless flux, especially 
where conceptions of ‘God’ (or the gods) varied so much in surrounding 
nations. It was this encounter with God as the LORD that grounded Israel’s 
relationships and gave it its distinctive social structure.67

But despite the violence that was horribly prevalent in the ancient near 
east, in Israel foreigners were supposed to be treated as people worthy 

This encounter with the 
LORD grounded Israel’s 
relationships and gave it its 
distinctive social structure.
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of respect. This concern is explicitly written into the Torah as provision 
is made for them to glean from other families’ land. By the same logic, 
Jonah the prophet (known for his maritime adventure) was culpable for his 
xenophobic attitude to the Assyrian people whom God deeply loved.68

Progression and decline: becoming ‘like other nations’ 

Just as the very brief introduction to Torah given above is only one angle 
among many possible ones, so there are different ways to tell the story of 
how Israel fared under its constitution. But however it is told, it is clear 
that things went badly. So how did it get to the stage described by Isaiah at 
the beginning of this booklet where Israelite society was like a body with 
no soundness in it? We can narrate it in line with our family and economy 
theme in the following way.

Regarding political structure, Israel was set 
up as a kind of tribal confederacy under the 
judicial guidance of its spiritual leadership, 
the Levites. They themselves were to be 
under the authority of God via Torah. 
Consequently, we are ultimately talking 
about a ‘theocracy’, but (contrary to more 
modern manifestations) not one that was 
supposed to be centralised. The turn towards 

monarchy was an aberration, recognised as a rejection of God and the 
distinctive character of Israel.69 

King Saul, the first to occupy the throne, was a huge disappointment, but 
many positive things happened under his successor David. His famous 
defeat of Goliath was just one in a series of victories that established 
the kingdom. Yet despite his sincere pursuit of God, he was far from 
perfect. Indeed, things went downhill fairly rapidly after what amounted 
to a spectacular abuse of power. Having achieved military peace and the 
prosperity that came with it, David used his position to sleep with the wife 
of one of his commanders, whom he then had killed on the battlefield. 

Some of the key reasons for the decline that followed also related to family 
and economy. This is most vividly brought out in the reign of David’s son 
Solomon, born under morally compromised circumstances.70 Although his 

Biblically, having material 
wealth enables a good 
worker to invest more in 
relationships rather than 
merely to address their 
own needs.
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proverbial wisdom was God-given and attracted people from all over the 
world (we still read it today), it was clearly limited. It could not prevent him 
making decisions whose negative results reverberated for generations.

Israel under Solomon had all the appearance of a success story when judged 
from a modern political vantage point. Peace had been achieved with its 
neighbours, and excellent trading conditions established as a result. There 
was a hitherto unknown level of prosperity that culminated in a massive 
building project. The temple in Jerusalem was a national focal point which 
hosted huge celebrations in praise of God, and Solomon’s palatial structures 
were known far and wide.

Yet for all the undoubted fervour on display, and the divine endorsement 
of that place of worship, the temple ended up becoming the centre for an 
institutionalised religion. The first sign of its unhealthily centralised control 
was that Solomon himself offered sacrifices, despite that being the priests’ 
role.71 Those priests had already lost some of their independent authority by 
being embroiled in political machinations,72 and there are no references to 
them teaching the Torah that they were supposed to promote. Due at least 
in part to these developments, sacrifice and ritual (the ‘cultic’ aspect) were 
split from the day-to-day social ethics (the ‘civil’ aspect) with which it was 
supposed to be integrated in the life of Israel, as later prophetic critiques 
point out. 

In terms of the economic situation, it should be stressed that abundance 
itself is never decried; like wisdom, it is seen as a gift from God. However, in 
practice it is frequently attached to all sorts of problems. One of them is that 
it depends on international business relations 
that are too easily based on expediency. 
The almost inevitable moral compromise 
accompanying this comes in Solomon’s 
case in two ways. Firstly, his amassing of 
a thousand-strong harem leads him into 
adopting some of these women’s worship of 
other gods, taking his heart away from the 
God who shaped Israel’s character. Secondly, his forced labour programmes 
(instigated in partnership with a neighbouring king) sow seeds of resentment 
that were the immediate political cause of the kingdom being split apart 
during the reign of his son Rehoboam. 

Solomon's actions devalued 
marriage and forced 
labourers into a mobility 
that took them away from 
their homes.
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It is not insignificant that both of these things involve a denigration of the 
place of family, whether through devaluing marriage or forcing labourers 
into a mobility that took them away from their homes. This split between 
family and economy was only deepened by the creation of taxation areas 
based not on the kinship fabric of tribal land, but bureaucratic divisions 
made on a different basis.73 

These were all the kind of things that had been warned about centuries 
earlier through the prophet Moses,74 and exactly the things that were 
decried centuries later by the prophet Isaiah in his portrayal of Israel as a 
body riddled with open wounds. What social reality lay behind this medical 
metaphor? There are at least six aspects of it related to family and economy, 
reflecting trends already visible in Solomon’s time:

1. Isaiah diagnoses the core sickness as a particular kind of family 
breakdown, though on a profounder level than a social one. The nation 
as a whole is castigated for having been a child lovingly reared by God 
only to irrationally turn against him: ‘I reared children and brought them 
up, but they have rebelled against me’ (Isaiah 1:2-4).

2. Formalised worship had become meaningless because it was 
accompanied by oppression of society’s most vulnerable, namely those 
without a family. ‘The multitude of your sacrifices – what are they to 
me?…Seek justice, encourage the oppressed. Defend the cause of the 
fatherless, plead the case of the widow’ (Isaiah 1:10-17). 

3. Material abundance was tarnished by corruption; the vulnerable again 
lost out: ‘Your silver has become dross… Your rulers are rebels… they 
all love bribes… they do not defend the cause of the fatherless; the 
widow’s case does not come before them (Isaiah 1:21-23). 

4. International trade involved ethically compromising relationships: ‘They 
are full of superstitions from the East… their land is full of silver and 
gold… their land is full of idols’ (Isaiah 2:6-8). 

5. The decadence of society led to military failure and thus a crisis in male 
population: ‘In that day the Lord will snatch away their finery… your 
men will fall by the sword… in that day seven women will take hold of 
one man’ (Isaiah 3:18 - 4:1). 

6. Family land was overtaken by ruthless accumulation of property, 
implying that people were completely disregarding the Jubilee rule to 
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Rewards should be given 
in ways that benefit the 
entire company and equip 
it to continue to grow in 
the future.

return land to its family owner every half-century. ‘Woe to you who add 
house to house and join field to field… surely the great houses will 
become desolate and the fine mansions left without occupants’ (Isaiah 
5:8-9)

All the abundance that should have been seen as a gift from God in order 
to strengthen the family-based economy had been pursued as an end in 
itself by means of unscrupulous expansionism. Although people seemed 
to look after their own immediate families (there is no critique suggesting 
otherwise), the callous treatment towards the un-familied reveals a rejection 
of the Torah’s more inclusive family ethos. It raises the ugly spectre of the 
kind of ‘putting family first’ that is exclusive and not truly in service of the 
‘other’, creating a comfortable but impermeable social space for oneself.

This ethos deals with poverty at the preventative stage by making sure that 
the household units and the networks between them remain rooted in their 
source of material provision, i.e. the land. Because of this, there should be 
no poor in Israel. Paradoxically, however, there is also the assertion that the 
poor will always be among the people of 
Israel.75 For those in poverty, often foreigners, 
something has gone wrong in their own 
relational networks. 

Structurally, this situation is exacerbated when 
political leadership neglects the paramount 
relationship to God, makes worship 
superficial, and wrongly prioritises economic 
and military gain over community wellbeing. As a result, more of the needy 
are not served by the relationships that should sustain them, including being 
provided for by those in strong families. Torah insists that such people must 
not be allowed to fall through the cracks; concern for the poor is written 
into the system. Charity starts at home, but the home is also supposed to 
benefit the homeless.

 

The callous treatment 
towards the un-familied 
reveals a rejection of the 
Torah’s more inclusive 
family ethos.
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Out with the old, in with the nuclear? From Jewish to 
Christian family 
There is a certain idea of the family that many would associate with the 
Christian one: Dad, mum, 2.4 kids and maybe a dog. It could even be 
tempting to think that this notion can be traced directly to the Bible. But do 
we see a change from an extended, more complex family arrangement to a 
nuclear one when we move from the Old Testament to the time of Jesus? 

Actually no: one can read the whole 
New Testament without finding anything 
prescriptive on the composition of the family 
unit besides the need for monogamy.76 It 
assumes that its teaching will be worked out 
within the social patterns that were already 
there. Both in Jewish and Graeco-Roman 
culture, the ‘household’ implied more than 
just two generations and often members who 

were not even related by blood.77 Such arrangements have remained in many 
cultures since this time. In fact, it is a matter of sociological dispute how 
the idea of a self-standing nuclear family became normative, and whether it 
stems primarily from biological or cultural factors.78 Wherever it came from, 
however, the source was neither Jesus nor those who first followed him.

So the question is, if not through the introduction of what we now know 
as the Western nuclear model, how does the New Testament reshape the 
understanding of family and economy already found in the Old Testament? 
It is worth beginning with a general principle: Jesus affirms the validity of 
Torah but brings a new interpretation to it.79 This is because he himself is 
its ideal interpretation, the embodiment of what a life true to Torah looked 
like. Jesus summed up what this meant; when challenged about priorities in 

Jewish legal understanding, he replied as follows:

'Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your 
mind.' This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: `Love 
your neighbour as yourself.’ (Matt. 19:37-39)

Neither of these commandments directly mentions family, economy or 
poverty. However, the range of social problems we have already seen in 
Israel stem from failing to do one or both of these things. This is most 
obviously manifest in idolatry (failure to love God) and abuse of the 

The ‘household’ implied 
more than just two 
generations and often 
members who were not 
even related by blood.
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vulnerable (failure to love neighbour). However, we have also seen that a 
distorted view of the temple and adoption of unscrupulous trading are signs 
of the same ethical decay. Therefore, it’s not surprising that Jesus’ challenge 
to the economic practices around this institution was so instrumental in his 
death. Here is a brief account of the key conflict in Jerusalem during the 
climactic days of his career:

Jesus entered the temple area and drove out all who were buying and selling there. 
He overturned the tables of the money-changers and the benches of those selling 
doves. ‘It is written,’ he said to them, ‘"My house will be called a house of prayer," 
but you are making it a "den of robbers."' The blind and the lame came to him at 
the temple, and he healed them. But when the chief priests and the teachers of the 
law saw the wonderful things he did and the children shouting in the temple area, 
‘Hosanna to the Son of David,’ they were indignant. (Matt. 21:12-15)

Commercialism had grasped the temple institution and was standard fare 
elsewhere in the Roman Empire, as in Ephesus for an example.80 Jesus 
staged a one-man protest that is a perfect enactment of love for God and 
neighbour: he restores the heavenward 
focus of this ‘house’ and makes provision 
for the most vulnerable by healing them. 
The economic impact of this on the disabled 
was life-changing of course, especially in a 
society with such limited welfare provision. 
Children rejoiced that somebody greater than 
Solomon was there, the one who really fulfilled the promise of King David. 
But the powers that be could not see past the threat to the establishment 
upon which they relied.

Shortly after this incident, the Jewish community leaders managed to sway 
both public opinion and the judgment of the Roman political overlords 
against Jesus. The blatantly false conviction of an innocent man ended in an 
excruciating execution, which involved being strung up on two beams in the 
shape of a cross. It raises a troubling question: if this is what happens to the 
person who best exemplifies how to love God and neighbour (and there are 
countless lesser examples of the same phenomena), is the Christian gospel 
really ‘good news’? Should we just give up fighting poverty or any other 
symptom of relational dysfunction?

There is, in fact, plenty of optimism in the New Testament surrounding 
its moral teaching but this cannot be grasped in isolation from the story 

The economic impact of 
this on the disabled was 
life-changing.
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that underpins it. The career of Jesus is not the end of the story, but 
the beginning. All 27 books of the New Testament are premised on his 
resurrection from the dead and his encounter with women and men who 
testified about what they saw.

What became clear is that these events were essential for Christian social 
ethics to be meaningful. Jesus’ death was the consequence of humanity’s 
anti-God decision (and all its horrible results for family and economy) but 
it was the only thing that could enable the slate to be wiped clean. Things 
were too serious for anything less. 

As a result, Jesus became not just a political leader for Israel but a truly 
cosmic statesman, forging a new connection between God and the world. 
This potentially nebulous idea became very concrete during the supernatural 
events around ‘Pentecost’.81 Here, at a festival in Jerusalem, several thousand 
people experienced within themselves a power associated with the message 
about Jesus that convinced them it was all true and enabled them to live as 
he had done. The empowering presence of God is called the Holy Spirit, 
without whom everything in Christianity remains at the level of interesting 
ideas at best, and tame platitudes at worst.

The holistic relational force of love
What does all of this have to do with family and economy? Well, the direct 
response to these events was for a diverse group of people to establish 
an alternative community in which resources were pooled to support 
the poorest among them. Rather than a precise model to be replicated 
everywhere, this was an outworking of something that was non-negotiable 
in the Christian message: a holistic commitment to Jesus Christ and to other 
members of the Church. 

This later resulted in the very first recorded international aid effort when 
the apostle Paul gathered support from as far north as Macedonia to relieve 
those affected by famine in the area around Jerusalem.82 Paul makes his 
appeal to several Christian communities as a direct implication of the core 
gospel message. But the same thinking is even more succinctly put by 

another apostle, John: 

This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought 
to lay down our lives for our brothers. If anyone has material possessions and sees 
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his brother in need but has no pity on him, how can the love of God be in him? Dear 
children, let us not love with words or tongue but with actions and in truth. (1 John 

3:16-18)

Love starts with Jesus and leads to responsibility for Christian family, which 
includes women as much as men despite the normative masculine language. 
These new relationships are worthless if they are simply paid lip service 
under the guise of being ‘spiritual’. Instead, 
this new life of love is to be lived in the 
harsh reality of an economy that had no 
government safety net.

Therefore the imperative to ‘love God and 
love neighbour’ is carried through to the 
church. But isn’t this a rather abstract interpretation of the Old Testament? Is 
the Christian economic vision really severed from its Jewish roots in a family 
structure that also provided for those who were socially vulnerable? There 
are good reasons to answer in the negative.

Firstly, Christianity does not supplant the Jewish people. The Church starts 
with God’s people, Israel, and draws others into the reign of God. Jesus 
was a Jew, as were his immediate followers. At Pentecost, things began to 
branch out because Jews from the diaspora joined the movement. They were 
ethnically Jewish, but had other national identities linguistically and, to an 
extent, culturally. 

As Israel was originally supposed to be a ‘model house’ for others to 
follow, so the Christ-following Jews now shared that calling. But they no 
longer constituted a nation state and many travelled throughout the world 
(sometimes as a result of persecution), inviting non-Jews (Gentiles) to join 
them. This was a natural result of the fact that Jesus established a new 
humanity and not just a new nation.

Secondly, on family. The radical community in Jerusalem only pooled 
material resources and didn’t pool wives and children as the leaders of 
Plato’s ideal polis were to do. In fact, we see the opposite of abolishing 
family in Jesus’ own teaching as well as that of Paul and others.83 The 
economic role of family spelled out in Torah was underlined, but this doesn’t 
mean that the exact social pattern of Israel was replicated. Rather, the basic 
responsibility for household and neighbours in need remained, only within a 
different context. Central to this was the mandate to work, whether directly 
in agriculture or in the variety of occupations possible in Graeco-Roman 

Love starts with Jesus and 
leads to responsibility for 
Christian family.
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urban centres. From this work, people were supposed to support not only 
children but also elderly relatives.

Thirdly, on vulnerable members of society. Widows and orphans in 
particular, when they were without other means of support, were still to be 
cared for by the church as a community. Responsibility for regular care was a 
controversial issue that had to be worked out structurally, as Paul’s first letter 
to Timothy addresses.84 However, the stories of the early Christians (not to 
mention Jesus himself) makes it clear that compassion and even supernatural 
provision was the response to occasional encounters with those in need. 
Crucially, though, the solution offered is not that of immediate financial 

benefit. 

For example, when Peter and John are 
asked for money by a lame man, they offer 
healing in Jesus’ name instead of cash.85 Paul 
exorcises an enslaved girl in Philippi and 
makes her less economically profitable to 
her owners and thus in danger of losing her 

own limited wellbeing.86 But in both of these cases, those suffering are given 
an experience of God and the beginning of reconciled relationship to him 
that will bring holistic and lasting wellbeing. It is these people who would 
have joined the Church, who cared for their members through biological 
family whilst doing so as a family structure in itself. It is this kind of church 
community that the girl could have turned to in Philippi.

This final point brings us full circle to the main theme of our booklet. 
Christianity transforms poverty through addressing its relational root. Poverty 
is not sheer material lack that can be solved by an injection of finances. 
Rather, it is the state of being in such relational dysfunction that people 
are excluded from the resources, including material ones, needed for their 
holistic wellbeing.

Going to the heart of relational dysfunction, the gospel reconciles people 
to God and then to each other. In so doing it enables a social structure that 
does not abolish nation and kin but extends and relativises them. Biological 
families are still vital socio-economic units, but they make up part of a 
wider body that anthropologists would characterise as ‘fictive kin’. This 
international family is constantly inviting others to join in its community life 
under God, where there should be no poverty. Where there is poverty, it is a 

sign of the Church failing to be the Church as God intends it.

The Church cared for their 
members through biological 
family whilst doing so as a 
family structure in itself. 
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3  Treating Poverty: Family Medicine

Principles 
We now need to see how the biblical perspective can help develop the 
account of poverty set out in the opening part of this booklet. 

We started with serious reflection on three pictures of poverty encountered 
in the UK. A combination of this everyday experience and relevant research 
led to deeper understanding. In particular, Jay’s story opened up the 
symptom of homelessness to a much wider set of circumstances that led to 
his poverty. At the heart of the issue was a breakdown in the network of 
relationships upon which he – and indeed all of us – depend for material 
sustenance. 

Family, both biologically and in terms of ‘fictive kinship’ of the local church, 
was instrumental for Jay. Although much of what is publicised about poverty 
implies the key role of family, the most influential voices in the UK overlook 
it in their anti-poverty measures. Treating the problem, both domestically 
and in foreign aid policy, demands a relational approach. Seeing poverty as 
something that can be addressed primarily 
through financial means only perpetuates its 
root causes.

A biblical view sees the relational 
dysfunction underlying sociological analysis 
of poverty as a cosmic reality, starting 
between God and humanity. Everything 
that works against holistic wellbeing is 
ultimately a result of this rupture between people and God, their Creator 
and Provider, though provision is mediated through land and society. Living 
out this relationship properly does not result in a harsh theocracy; instead, 
the Torah of Old Testament Israel shows how a society can be established 
for the common good. It sets out a relational economy that expects personal 
responsibility in cultivating resources productively but guards against the 
domination of the weak by the strong. 

Key to this vision is the family in the sense of a household arrangement 
more expansive than the ‘nuclear’ one. It is rooted in and tied to the land 

Everything that works 
against holistic wellbeing 
is ultimately a result of this 
rupture between people 
and God.
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that sustains it, and is home to a multi-generational biological family whilst 
not being closed to outsiders.  

This ideal comes to grief when it departs from its founding principles (which 
it takes to be a result of revelation) and follows the prevailing global culture. 
Part of this general degeneration of ethics in Israel is the phenomenon of 
relationships being conducted with the purpose of individual economic gain 
to the detriment of love for God and for others.

Although connection to land is not as explicit in the New Testament, 
the same principle applies there (even to urban homes, which rely on 
agriculture as much as their rural counterparts). What Jesus establishes is not 
a new economic method or structure, but a renewed relationship with God. 
With this comes the moral power not only to understand Torah but to live it 
in the new context of the church family. This underlines the fact that it was 
not Old Testament social ethics per se that were the problem, but the ability 
to live up to them. 

Much has changed since the times of Solomon, Isaiah and Jesus’ life in 
Israel. Yet the networks of relationships in which people were enmeshed 
back then remain as important to human wellbeing as ever. When they are 
distorted, the devastation is all too clear in the visage of material poverty. 

The biblical perspective shows how developing resilient multi-generational 
families that conduct their economic life in deliberate cooperation with 
one another is essential to addressing poverty. These families are not self-
sufficient nuclear units, however. Their mutual concern should extend to 
relatives more widely and those in the local community who are without 
these relational networks. 

All people benefit from strong household bases, not only when its individual 
members can reach out to them in need, but when they are brought in 
to participate in the household to a variety of degrees. Furthermore, the 
psychological reality is that relational patterns developed in the family 

act as the paradigm for people’s ways of 
conducting relationships more widely. This is 
the case even where there is apparently little 
personal interaction, such as relationships 
based around business and trade. 

None of this means that individual mobility should be quashed, but only that 
it is highly beneficial for there to be a family base. For extended families to 

All people benefit from 
strong household bases.
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play a mutually supportive role, there needs to be sufficient proximity to one 
another to care for each other’s emotional and spiritual needs. There will 
always be members whose vocations require them to be further afield, but it 
is socially and economically detrimental for this to be taken unthinkingly as 
the norm. 

With this in mind, what practical recommendations can be made to move 
towards this vision? 

Households 
We will begin at the household level for three reasons. Firstly, it makes sense 
to start with the life of families since this is the area we have identified as 
particularly important. Secondly, this is the most broadly applicable category 
of the three areas for practical implementation. Most people reading this 
will be part of a household of some kind, even if you currently live alone 
or in temporary accommodation. Thirdly, it is preferable to begin with your 
own agency first rather than that of institutional structures. Although these 
structures are vital in shaping individual and 
family life, there is no need to view ourselves 
as passive actors waiting for their provision. 
Governmental bodies with this kind of status 
have either been given (or are taking) such 
control over local and domestic life that 
they unduly limit personal freedom and 
responsibility.

The basic principle is that family life should be cultivated with holistic 
mutual care at its centre. However, such economic practice must avoid 
becoming closed to those outside a tight unit. Neither should the conception 
of the household be restricted to nuclear family, nor should its attention be 
insular. In fact, as Aristotle taught long ago, family life should be the pattern 
for behaviour pertaining to those outside it.87 

This fits with the biblical perspective we have set out. There should be 
continuity between the way we conduct personal relationships and those on 
a wider scale, even where they have an institutional context. What is most 
needed for this change is a shift in attitude so that responsibility for others 
within the family is seen as a mutually beneficial aspect of economic life. 

Family life should be the 
pattern for behaviour 
pertaining to those outside 
it.
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Indeed, there are ways in which family patterns connect directly to larger 
structural matters.

For those leaving school to pursue tertiary education, proximity to family is 
too often seen as a barrier to economic progress. Students who study close 
to home rather than going away enjoy both the economic benefits of their 
family (going into far less debt) and building strong roots in the area. This 
helps prevent a ‘brain drain’ and the accompanying financial unbalance 
that sees everything focused around the big cities. In the case of the UK, a 
disproportionate amount of human and financial capital flows into London 
and the South East, leaving other parts of the country too dependent on it.88

Although Australia and Singapore could be cited as societies where the 
default is not to leave home for studies, Northern Ireland is a more local 
example. Some of its students go to Britain, Ireland or further afield of 
course, but a large proportion stay within the country. Moreover, if you 
were to walk on a weekend around the main student areas of Belfast such 
as ‘The Holylands’, you would find them nearly empty. Most will have gone 
home (usually a relatively short distance away), where they still participate 
in family and community life. Such a ‘homely’ environment by no means 
prevents innovative economic enterprise, which is blossoming across a 
number of sectors. It is worth reiterating as well that Northern Ireland 
regularly scores the highest in the ‘happiness’ surveys in the UK.89 

Another way in which the economic benefit of families can be pursued is 
to look again at the role of marriage. As we have already seen, children in 
single parent families are more likely to suffer from poverty and the state 
is increasingly unable to care for older people. A renewed commitment to 
marriage can be a benefit in both generational directions; it is obviously 
easier to care for dependent relatives (both older and younger) as a couple. 
Statistics also favour marriage over other cohabitational arrangements when 
it comes to longevity of relationship. This does not mean that marriage is a 
silver bullet; it is only when its values of faithfulness, commitment and co-
ownership are inculcated in people that it can have this effect.90 Establishing 
this kind of culture will in turn benefit the couple themselves when they 
reach a stage where their children need to take more responsibility for them.  

In terms of how families can be economically significant for those outside 
the home, the key is to develop meaningful relationships with those who are 
vulnerable or in need. The ultimate example of this is adoption or fostering, 
which provides a holistic environment of care for a child whose own family 
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networks are unable to sustain them. At the other end of the spectrum of 
commitment is a household member (even in a one-person household) 
developing a relationship with a person who regularly begs on the streets, 
which helps establish a certain social coherence. 

Such personal connections, if widely practised across society, will yield some 
benefit to the individual (possibly a life-changing one). However, it also 
guards against the larger scale problems caused by those in power being 
separated from the reality of poverty. As broken relationships lie at the heart 
of poverty, so building up relationships is the avenue to addressing it. 

Just as this is valuable in the local area, it’s also useful on the bigger global 
stage. Of course, it’s impossible to have direct contact with those who 
work as primary producers in the supply chains that we rely on. But if 
we begin by seeing them in their ‘familied’ identity as wives, fathers or 
children of others with whom we are linked economically, an important 
shift of perception results. The attitude of trying to get the cheapest deal 
for ourselves will give way to a sense of kinship that wants the best for all 
parties involved. 

Seeing those who are part of the supply chain on which we rely in these 
relational terms should have a concrete impact on consumer practices. 
Promoting fairly traded production is one way to exercise family-like care for 
those with whom we are in relationship through business transactions alone. 
The fair trade movement is one way to engage with this approach. Stories 
of producers’ lives as well as some of the broader ethical issues involved are 
set out in much of the Fairtrade Association’s 
material.91 

Thinking about interconnectivity on these 
terms broadens out the issue again. We can 
value strangers across the globe through 
seeing them as ‘familied’ but also have a 
sense of their kinship with us as inhabitants of a ‘common home’, which 
heightens our sense of ecological responsibility.92 Simple measures taken as 
a household, such as buying domestically and/or organically made products, 

take on a significance that cannot be reduced to politicised morality.93

We can value strangers 
across the globe through 
seeing them as ‘familied’.
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Churches 
Much of what this booklet advocates can be acted on without specific 
reference to Christianity, as the applications for households and government 
policy show. There are even parts of this section that will be applicable to 
community groups other than the Church. However, the biblical perspective 
given here locates the root of relational dysfunction in such a way that 
economic matters become impossible to abstract from the reality of God. 

Deeper and wider than simply being a 
problem with a particular society, poverty 
reveals something about the human heart in 
relation to its Creator. The shape of social 
relational networks are ultimately defined by 
this fundamental relationship. 

Seeing the problem on this profound level 
should have some resonance even for those 

who do not profess Christian faith. After all, if the things that cause poverty 
recur in every single human society, they are unlikely to have a root in social 
dynamics specific to a particular culture. Those who do profess faith are the 
ones with the primary responsibility for the full enactment of this vision. As 
churches, the priority must be to integrate biblical thinking on the family and 
economic justice rather than allow these issues to remain politicised as ‘right’ 

and ‘left’ respectively. 

This should involve not only teaching but living in an exemplary way 
in relation to family that takes the economic aspect of its life seriously. 
Special effort should be made to get away from the idea that the ‘nuclear 
family’ is the zenith of Christian life. Families should be open to the third 
or even fourth generation, and built around blood ties but not be bounded 
to these ties. There is much mutual benefit in families and non-familied 
church members being more deeply integrated in each other’s lives. Several 
churches already have optional ‘adopt-a-student’ schemes, for example, an 
attitude of care that should be extended to others as long as it avoids being 
patronising.

Since family life has become largely separate from economic life, churches 
should encourage families to participate in activities that strengthen this 
aspect of the relationship. Small-scale projects in agriculture or business can 
play this role, as well as joint insurance schemes that facilitate more family 
co-operation in such areas. 

Those who do profess 
faith are the ones with the 
primary responsibility for 
the full enactment of this 
vision.
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A more formalised arrangement could be established to give structure to 
this kind of activity. The ‘Family Association’ model of the Relationships 
Foundation is one such arrangement that has already been developed, and 
there is nothing to stop churches piloting it. Family Association Networks 

(FANs) are simple and practical to set up and are described as follows:

‘A commercial means of enhancing privately funded welfare provision through 
group savings within the extended family… a FAN would be a formal legal entity 
comprising a group of people primarily linked by marriage, blood or adoption. The 
FAN would strengthen family relationships by creating a common financial interest, 
and enabling greater welfare provision within the extended family. Extended family 
groups could form a tax friendly FAN and benefit from group savings on insurance, 
financial and commercial products. The savings could then be used in welfare 

provision for the group members such as education, health and care needs.94 

In terms of treating poverty rather than preventing it, cross-church initiatives 
both model and offer a means of extending the Christian family. Instead 
of sporadic aid or Christmas gifts, long-term relationships with those in a 
congregation’s local area can form the basis for lasting change. There is no 
reason to see this work as being in competition with evangelism. 

As Jesus exemplified, speaking about the kingdom of God should never 
be separated from expressing it in actions. Being ‘salt and light’ (Matthew 
5:13-16) applies equally to mundane care for the needy as it does to the 
more spectacular acts that have been performed by Jesus and his followers 
throughout Christian history. The possibility of so-called ‘rice Christians’, 
whose attachment to the church is purely for economic benefit, should not 
discourage these efforts; it is the responsibility of a congregation to keep 
members accountable for their discipleship, and weeding out mercenary 
motivation is part of this.

Government Policy 
The ‘Family Manifesto’ set out by MP Fiona Bruce with the support of several 
peers  and other MPs brings together a whole range of concerns related to 
this topic.95 A subsequent debate tracked the progress of the proposals made 
as well as other government action on the issue from 2010 onwards.96 This 
shows how family is affected by such diverse matters as benefit allocation, 
relationship education and regulations around armed services and prisons. 
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A much more detailed look at the recommendations would be needed 
to assess them individually. But overall, Bruce makes it clear that more 
commitment to strengthening families is needed in relation to all 
government policy. This was the point of the ‘Family Test’ introduced in 
2014.97  The problem is that it has not been sufficiently implemented, despite 
efforts to make it mandatory.98 

Passing the bill making the ‘Family Test’ mandatory is the first concrete 
policy suggestion to make. But it is also important to implement the Family 
Test in key areas. In particular, economic policy (as we have seen) is too 
often discussed in isolation from families. Applying the Family Test more 
rigorously could prevent counterproductive moves, such as focusing on 
job creation in a way that systematically encourages individuals or nuclear 
families to uproot from their extended base. Of course, this would also 
require a broadening of the definition of ‘family’ to include the extended, 
rather than the nuclear one. Doing this is the second concrete policy 

recommendation.

One area that is not included in the ‘Family 
Manifesto’ would potentially have the most 
sizable economic impact; however, it’s 
not usually seen as directly related to the 
economy. This is policy regarding care for 
older people.

As we have seen, the government recognises 
the important role played by family in care for its dependent members. This 
recognition becomes more urgent when we factor in relational wellbeing, 
which is higher for those who live in family situations (though this is more 
readily acknowledged in relation to children). This of course has hugely 
beneficial impacts on mental and physical health, which in turn saves the 
NHS money.

However, even those families that do not accept the norm of putting ageing 
parents into a home can sometimes be forced to do so due to the lack 
of other viable options. It would save the taxpayer significant amounts 
of money if some of the budget for social care was put into enabling 
households to facilitate extra living arrangements, such as providing 
subsidies or VAT exemption for creating a ‘granny flat’. 

The 2017 Conservative manifesto states that housing policy should be 
‘supporting specialist housing where it is needed, like multigenerational 

Family is affected by benefit 
allocation, relationship 
education and regulations 
around armed services and 
prisons. 
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homes and housing for older people, including by helping housing 
associations increase their specialist housing stock’.99 Whilst only a 
vaguer commitment to ‘innovative housing’ remains in the 2019 version, 
a commitment to make provision for elderly family members would fit 
squarely within government policy commitments.100  Therefore, the third 
policy recommendation is to include resources within welfare provision to 
help families who need assistance in fulfiling their responsibility to care for 
older members. 

A natural corollary to this last point would be 
to incentivise the strengthening of the family 
structures that facilitate this care. Marriage is 
the main area where this is the case, as has 
already been mentioned. Policy that panders 
to those who baulk at the ideological 
associations of this institution ends up having 
negative results economically, not to mention socially.  

In reality, the significance of families goes far beyond economics. They 
are the primary arena in which trust is built among citizens and the organ 
through which cultural values are communicated and policies enacted within 
and across generations. They are key in a nation’s relational goods, since 
‘trust is a part of a country’s invisible capital that is produced by the family 
and transmitted to subsequent generations’.101 

Already within Fiona Bruce’s ‘Family Manifesto’ there are recommendations 
along these lines, but they do not go as far as to promote marriage per se, 
perhaps in awareness of the ideological challenges of doing so. Given a 
more robust economic basis, however, relationships education could include 
a positive role for marriage. This is the fourth policy recommendation.

Finally, in terms of foreign policy, there must be a rethink of the concept 
of ‘aid’. The 0.7% figure boasted by the British government is meaningless 
unless it can be shown that the money is making a positive difference to 
economic and social conditions in those countries to which it is directed. 
Direct budgetary support for government has been shown to be detrimental 
to development, and a more relational strategy should be pursued with other 
nations. 

One excellent example of a multi-agency approach is the Scotland-Malawi 
Partnership.102 This model is based on the deliberate cultivation of a kind 
of ‘fictive kinship’ based on a shared past through 19th century Scottish 

Families are the primary 
arena in which trust is built 
among citizens.
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missionary work in Malawi. Built across every level from government 
down to primary schools, the idea is to facilitate joint projects that allow 
participants to know each other, whether through electronic communication 
or face-to-face. 

Ventures like the Scotland-Malawi partnership must be undertaken in such 
a way as to combat the unhealthy power dynamics between the UK and 
former colonies. This goal is reflected in the simple fact that the organisation 
on the Malawian side is called the Malawi-Scotland Partnership. Relational 
dynamics have their own impact in the extreme economic inequality that 
sees African resources and labour valued far less than they should be. A 
degree of penitence over the British Empire’s wrongdoing is beginning to be 
in evidence, but it should be accompanied by constructive efforts to pursue 
genuine partnership in development. Establishing partnerships similar to the 
Scotland-Malawi model is the fifth and final policy recommendation.

Conclusion

Poverty is an ugly phenomenon that is horrible to experience and, for those 
with an attuned conscience, deeply uncomfortable to witness. But it is not 
a self-standing condition of material lack that can be fixed by pouring more 
money into it. Poverty is the state of being in such relational dysfunction that 
people are excluded from the resources, including material ones, needed for 
their holistic wellbeing.

Since poverty is a symptom of relational dysfunction at the deepest level, 
it can only be addressed by restoring and building up these relationships. 
This is why we start with the gospel message of Jesus Christ giving himself 
to reconcile us to God. This does not ‘spiritualise’ the problem, and neither 
does it ‘internalise’ or ‘emotionalise’ it. A biblical understanding of healthy 
relationships gives a prominent role to their economic component. 

All this is especially the case with family, when properly understood as a 
multi-generational and flexibly constituted entity whose love starts from 
home but is enabled to grow outwards as a result. If this sounds disturbingly  
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simple, that’s because it really is simple, at least at the level of 
understanding. Putting it into practice isn’t so easy. 

History makes it clear that even with the Church, which is defined by its 
reconciliation with God, relationships within the church community and 
with those outside it have been far from perfect. But if one looks at genuine 
Christian communities in all their imperfections, there will always be signs 
of that same animating love that made early Jerusalem groups so 
economically radical (Acts 2:42-47). Their Spirit-inspired response to the 
gospel was worked out in family and ‘fictive kin’ networks that had 
international implications. When we are talking about this kind of love, 
connected to all the material and social realities of life, then it really can fix 
everything.
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